Was There EVER
A Man On The Moon?
Back on 20 July, in the year of 1969 C.E. the eyes of the whole world
were riveted to their television screens in order to see a man walk on
the moon. Those that chose not to believe their eyes were laughed to
scorn -- for there truly were thousands of people that firmly believed
that the entire event was staged right here on Terra Firma.
They believed that the Apollo 11 space flight that claimed to land the
first humans on Earth's Moon was nothing but a hoax.
The well-publicized mission to the moon, carried out by the United
States, was considered a major accomplishment in the history of
exploration and it was a smashing victory for the United States in its
Cold War Space Race with the Soviet Union.
*
Did any man ever really walk on the moon?
The evidence -- just now coming fully to light -- is overwhelmingly
against it.
1> For pure-reality film footage power the broadcast sponsored by an
entire Government Space Agency comprised of the finest brains in the
world Sponsored broadcast that commemorated this alleged event
could not even come close to competing with the film footage
conceived by one mere mortal -- George Lucas -- and released less
than 8 years later, on 25 May, in the year 1977 C.E. to be exact, by
20th Century Fox for the fascinated movie-goers clamoring to get into
the Star Wars box office.
2> No genuine evidence of the trip was ever offered that could be
verified by independent analysis.
2> Nor has the United States produced any subsequent evidence that
could be substantiated by teams of honestly earthbound scientists.
3> Here it is the year of 2010 and the United States still has not
followed up on its alleged trip to the moon by establishing a colony
there.
4> If we are to believe the supposed broadcast the United States had
communication devices that could transmit and receive messages
flashing between the moon and the earth back in 1969, and yet, until
last week we couldn't even get phone service more than half way up
Mount Everest.

5> In 1969 our little moon-walker was supposed to have a space suit
capable of producing zones of genuine comfort in a voyage through an
absolute vacuum and surrounded by absolute cold, and yet the men
and women attempting the climb up Mount Everest come right close
to freezing their whiskers off because earth-bound scientists cannot
provide them with adequate protection from the comparatively
moderate earthly elements they face.
6> Look at this with an open mind: We have space suits that are not
supposed to explode in the absolute vacuum of outer space, but our
submarines -- designed by the best brains on earth -- cannot safely
plunge even half way to the bottom of the ocean. Now, before you
start laughing here, you take an egg, even one of them reasonable
facsimiles fresh out of the supermarket carton and not one that I
furnish you with, and let's run 2 quick experiments with it.
7> Put that egg inside the fist of the strongest man you know and ask
him to crush it as if it were an empty aluminum can; odds are, unless
he can squeeze more than 200 pounds of pressure, he can't do it.
8> That egg will withstand him.
9> Now take a hypodermic needle from your own hospital choice and
pump 10 pounds of air inside the shell of that egg. Odds are, you'd
better run and grab a face mask before you try this experiment at
home. In fact, you'd better haul it outside before you try it!
10> What do these 2 experiments teach us? A> When the pressure
outside a shell is less than the pressure inside the shell (as one should
experience if a spaceship really left the earth's atmosphere) the
contents inside that shell blasts its way outside much faster than B>
when the pressure inside that shell is less than the pressure outside
that shell (as it is demonstrably verified to be when a submarine is
drifting downward).
In other words, it should be 1,420 times harder to construct a little
space suit that can resist bursting apart 1,000 miles above the earth's
sea level than it is to construct a submarine that won't go any farther
down than 7 miles below sea level.
Here, Let's try that another way – let's throw an egg into outer space
together and I guarantee you it will come apart on US. You go half
way to Paris and drop it into the ocean, and I guarantee you, it will
safely go down deeper than a whale can dive.

I can safely rest my case on the fragile skin of an egg, if you'll let me
have one gathered fresh off the nest of an open-range chicken farm,
not one of them scientifically engineered that gets scrambled on the
trip home over a city street made by a Government Transportation
Agency supervised construction crew working to meet scientifically
engineered specifications. Land Sakes, Alive! Here they are claiming
they can travel safely all the way to the moon, and they can't even
build a road from here to Washington Avenue without 9 potholes
showing up in it before the year's out? Come ON!
Even George Lucas could do better than that, and he will be truly
handicapped by having to use card-carrying Union Labor gangs.
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"Captain James T. Kirk came closer to
walking on the moon than the Apollo 11
space crew did," he told reporters just before he disappeared into
the Death Valley Desert on his annual "survival of the fittest"
expedition along with 3 pseudo-scientists determined to prove to him,
once and for all, that Evolution was more than the half-baked theory
his rudimentary ratiocinations had demonstrated it to be.
"You can't fool me," he cackled.

